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Esoteric rune magic pdf

The Elder Futhark consists of 24 runes divided into three groups of eight, known as ætt (ættir singular), which are said to be ruled by both a god and a goddess. The first ætt is ruled by Frey and Freyja, the fertility deities. The second ætt is ruled by Heimdalall and Mordgud, and the third and final ætt is ruled by Tîwaz and Zisa. I added color associations for
each rune to this page. The first color will be the color I assigned to the rune, and the color in parentheses is the color assigned by author D. Jason Cooper in his book Esoteric Rune Magic. If there are no parentheses for a second color, it simply means that my choice of color is the same as Mr. Cooper's. Sound: f stands for: Livestock color: Green (Brown)
Casting which means: Fehu is a rune of power and control. It represents new beginnings and mobile wealth such as money and credit. It's a rune that gives us the power we need to get wealth and the power we need to hold it back. Sound: oo stands for: Uro (like a wild ox) Color: Orange (Dark Green) Casting meaning: Uruz is also a power rune, but unlike
Fehu, it is a power that we can neither possess nor control. In a casting it can mean that personal success is close. For amulets and talismans he uses Uruz for his healing powers. Sound: th stands for: Thorn (or Giant) Color: White Casting meaning: This rune represents the ability we have to withstand unwanted conflicts passively. It is a protective rune and
can tell us about a possible change that would otherwise have come without warning. You can use Thurisaz's protection appearance as a defense against opponents. Sound: aa as in aah Stands for: Mouth (or Divine Breath) Color: Purple Fusion which means: Ansuz is a rune that symbolizes stability and shows us order. It is also a rune that indicates
intellectual activities and directly represents the divine breath of all life and creation. Sound: r stands for: Wheel, Wheel (or Guide) Color: Blue (Black) Casting which means: This rune allows us to concentrate our energy in order to achieve our goals. However, to do it effectively, we need to be in the right place at the right time. Sound: k stands for: Torch
Color: Yellow Casting which means: Kenaz is a rune of knowledge, understanding, learning and teaching. It allows us to see situations more clearly than we would normally. Sound: g as a gift Stands for: Gift Color: Gold &amp; Silver (Red) Casting meaning: Gebo represents the honor and connection that is created between people when exchanging gifts.
The connection and honor are similar to the connection and honor a person has with the deis for giving them life. Sound: w, v stands for: Joy Color: Pink (Blue) Casting This rune shows us the balance between all things even when in a chaotic chaotic It is also a rune of communion, common goals and well-being for all things. If you come across this rune in a
reading, you can expect good news on your way. Sound: h stands for: Hailstone Color: Blue (White) Casting meaning: Representing a hail can we expect time and situations to be constricting if Hagalaz shows up in a reading. But just as a hail will eventually turn into water, flowing smoothly, these situations and times will eventually run smoothly for us.
Sound: n stands for: Need (or Need) Color: Black (Blue) Casting meaning: This rune represents how our need or desire for something can restrict us. It limits our possibilities, but it also contains the power we need to free ourselves from these restrictions. Sound: i, ee as in the east Stands for: Ice color: Brown (Black) Casting meaning: Like an icicle formed at
the beginning of winter, with this rune we can only wait for the heat of the sun to allow us to be free from a constricting form. Isa represents a shutdown of the task until a change is made. Sound: j as the y in year stands for: Harvest (or Year or Season) Color: Brown cast meaning: Jera is a rune that represents the life cycle. With this rune we see that we have
to go with the flow of nature to achieve the goals we want. Sound: eo, æ stands for: Yew Tree Color: White (Green) Casting which means: Eihwaz is a rune that can be used as a magic protector and facilitator. It shows us that, in the event of a final situation, we find the beginning of a new situation. Sound: p Stands for: Dice Cup (there are many variations)
Color: Blue (Red) Casting which means: Perdhro reminds us of the uncertainties in life and represents the free will and connection of the restrictions we have due to our circumstances. It is seen as a rune of memory and problem solving. Sound: zz as in buzz It stands for: Ethic (or Protection) Color: Black (Purple) Casting meaning: This is a rune of great
power of restraint, defense and protection. Use this rune in amulets and talismans to protect yourself and your property. Sound: s stands for: Sun color: Yellow casting meaning: With the help of this rune we tend to be able to see things more clearly. As if the sun sheds light on dark times, with Sowulo we too can find light in dark moments. Sound: t stands for:
Creator Color: Green (Red) Casting meaning: Teiwaz can promise us success in our actions, but this time without personal sacrifice. It also means success in legal matters, but only if we were right at the beginning. Sound: b stands for: Birch tree (or birch twig) Color: White (Blue) Casting meaning: Like the birch tree that life from a seed planted in the earth,
Berkana represents a new beginning and is also a powerful birth rune. Sound: and as in any stands for: for: Color: Red (White) Casting which means: Ehwaz reminds us that for success there must be a natural flow in the task at hand. With this rune to give us power and to make use of our good intentions we can certainly achieve such success. Sound: m
stands for: Man (as in human, not gender) Color: Blue (Purple) Casting which means: Mannaz has many powers. First, it's a rune that lets us know that we can reach our full potential. Secondly, it reminds us that we, as human beings, have all shared experiences in life. Finally, we can use the power of this rune to take over disputes and arguments. Sound: l
Stands for: Water (or Lake) Color: Black &amp; White (Green) Casting which means: Laguz represents the power of water and its easy-to-flow nature. We need to learn to go with the flow when this rune comes into a reading so that we can take full advantage of our powers. Sound: ng as in long Sta per: Fertility Color: Brown (Black) Casting meaning: This
rune allows us to spread our energy far and wide. It is a protective rune mainly for the protection of our homes. To use Inguz effectively we must learn to build our powers over time and then unleash power all at once. Sound: d Stands for: Day Color: Yellow Casting which means: Dagaz represents a stability between opposites, such as light and dark. It can
prevent harmful energy from getting to you, but at the same time allow good energy to slip so you can make good use of it. Sound: or as in old stands for: House (or Odla - sacred ancestral land) Color: Copper (Brown) Casting which means: Just like Fehu this is a rune of wealth. But unlike Fehu, Othala represents a wealth that cannot be sold. This is wealth
like family, friendships or our culture and our heritage that is being handed down to us. It represents a fence and maintains the current state of things as they are currently. Ancient or modern magic performed with runes or runestones This article includes a list of general references, but remains largely unverified because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline
citations. Please help improve this article by introducing more accurate quotes. (November 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Runecraft redirects here. For video game study, see Runecraft (company). Runescript redirects here. For the video game scripting language, see RuneScript. Part of a series about the Norse people of the
Noreno language in 900 D.C.: West Norse in Red and East Norse in orange. Nordic Scandinavian History Stone Age Nordic Bronze Age Pre-Roman Iron Age Roman Age Germanic Iron Age Migration Period Viking Age Norse-Gaels Normans Old Norse religion Paganism germanico Proto-Indo-European religion Christianization Paganism Gods Æsir Vanir
Jötunn Sigurd Sigmund Völundr Vættir Elfi Elfi leggeri Elfi oscuri Dvergr Dvergr Fenrir Hel (b) Dís Norns Valkyries Jörmungandr Ask and Embla Cosmology Ásgarðr Vanaheimr Miðgarðr Vígríðr Bifröst Fólkvangr Ginnungagap Helheim Múspellsheimr Niflheimr Mímisbrunnr Hvergelmir Urðarbrunnr Yggdrasill Walhèllr Jötunheimr Rituali and adoration Bl Norse
funeral Yule Walpurgis Night Midsummer Hörgr Heathen hofs Vé Gothi Magic Runic Calendar Völva Galdr Death in Old Norse Pagan Society Norse Law Earl Thrall FéLag Thing Mead hall Holmgang Old Norse Nithing pole Nīþ Ergi Berserker Events Æsir-Vanir War FimbulwinterRagnarök Wild Hunt Sources Poetic Edda Prose Edda Tyrfing Cycle Völsung
Cycle Saga Runestone WikiProject Norse History and Culturevte There is some evidence that, in addition to being a writing system, runes historically served magic purposes. This is the case from the earliest Iron Age epigraphic evidence from Roman to Germanic, with non-linguistic inscriptions and the word alu. An erilaz seems to have been an experienced
person of runes, including their magical applications. In medieval sources, particularly in the Poetic Edda, sigrdrífumál mentions runes of victory to be carved on a sword, some at the grip and others on the inlaid, and the name Tyr twice. In modern and modern times, related folklore and superstition are recorded in the form of Icelandic magical slats. At the
beginning of the 20th century, Germanic mysticism coined new forms of rune magic, some of which were continued or further developed by contemporary followers of Germanic Neopaganism. Modern rune divination systems are based on hermeticism, classical occultism, and I Ching. Historical tests Bracteate G 205 (ca. FROM the 15th to the 17th century),
bearing the inscription alu. Tacitus Historically it is known that the Germanic peoples used various forms of divination and means of reading omens. Tacitus (Germany 10) gives a detailed account (98 d.C.): they attach the utmost importance to the taking of wishes and batches of casting. Their usual procedure with the lot is simple. They cut a branch from a
tree that carries nuts and cut it into strips that mark with different marks and randomly throw them on a white cloth. Then the priest of the State, if it is an official consultation, or the father of the family, in a private one, offers prayer to the gods and looking towards the sky collects three stripes, one at a time, and, according to which sign they were previously
marked, makes his interpretation. If the lots prohibit an undertaking, there shall be no deliberation on the matter that day. If they allow it, further confirmation is required by taking the aegis. [1] It is often discussed whether the signs refer specifically to runes or other signs; both interpretations are plausible and Tacitus does not provide sufficient details to make
a final decision. Epigraphy The inscription on kylver stone ends with a tie rune by combining six Tiwaz runes used to invoke the god Tyr and four Ansuz runes to invoke the Æsir. [3] The Ansuz and Tiwaz runes in particular seem to have had magical significance in the early period (Elder Futhark). [quote required] The Sigrdrífumál instruction of the name Tyr
twice resembles the double or triple stacked Bindrune Tyr found, for example on Seeland-II-C or lindholm's amulet in the aaaazzznnn-b- muttt, sequence, which in addition to stacking Tyr involves the multiple repetition of Ansuz, but also the triple occurrence of Algiz and Naudiz. Many inscriptions also have seemingly meaningless expressions interpreted as
magic songs, such as tuwatuwa (Vadstena bracteate), aaduaaaliia (DR BR42) or gèægèogæ (Undley bracteate), gèagèa (Kragehul I). Alu is a word of charm that appears on numerous artifacts found in Central and Northern Europe dating back to the Germanic Iron Age. The word is the most common of the first words of runic charm and can appear alone or
as part of an apparent formula. The origin and meaning of the word are controversial issues, although there is general agreement among scholars that the word represents the magic of the amulet or is a metaphor (or metonim) for it. [4] Viking age rings were found with runic inscriptions of a seemingly magical nature, including the kingmoor ring. The phrase
power runes is found on two runestones in Sweden, DR 357 from Stentoften and DR 360 from Björketorp. Cursed runestones include DR 81 at Skjern, DR 83 at Sønder Vinge, DR 209 at Glavendrup, DR 230 from Tryggevælde, DR 338 to Glemminge and Vg 67 to Saleby. [5] Medieval sources The most prolific source of runic magic in the Poetic Edda is
sigrdrífumál, where the Valkyrie Sigrdrífa (Brynhild) presents Sigurd with a beer memory project that had been fascinated by the runes of joy (room 5), Biór fori ec þer /brynþings apaldr! woods blandinn / oc megintíri; fullr er hann lioþa / oc licnstafa, godra galdra / oc gamanruna. Beer I bring you, battle tree, mixed with strength and powerful fame; Charm it
contains and healing marks, Spells full of good, and gladness-runes. [6] He continues to give advice on magic runes in seven other rooms. In all cases, runes are used for royal magic (apotropaic spells or skill-enhancing spells) rather than for divination: victory runes to be carved on the sword hilt (room 6, presumably referring to the t rune named after
Tyr[7]), ølrunar Rune-ale (room 7, a protective spell against being bewitched by beer served by the host's wife; naudiz must be marked on the nails, and laukaz on the cup), biargrunar birth runes (room 8, a spell to facilitate childbirth), brimrunar wave runes (room 9, a spell for the of the ships, with runes to be carved on the stem and rudder), limrunar branch
runes (room 10, a healing spell, the to be carved on trees with bent eastward branches),[8] malrunar runes of speech (room 11, the room is corrupted, but apparently referred to a spell to improve one's rhetorical ability to the thing), hugrunar runes of thought (room 12, the room is incomplete, but clearly discussed a spell to improve one's spirit). [9] The poetic
Edda also seems to confirm the magical meaning of the Hávamál runes where Odin mentions runes in contexts of divination,[doubt - discussing] healing and necromancy (trans. nor did the councils want / At the hall of Hor (111) The grass cures the crust / and runs the sword cut (137) Runes that you will find / and hard signs (143) if high on a tree / I see a
hanged man swing / So I write and color the runes / What forward does / And for me he speaks. (158) Other sources often cited for the practice of runic divination are chapter 38 of Snorri Sturluson ' s Ynglinga saga, where Granmar, king of Södermanland, goes to the Temple of Uppsala for seasonal blót. There, the chips fell in a way that said he would not
live long (Féll honum þá svo spánn sem hann mundi eigi lengi lifa). [10] Another source is in Vita Ansgari, the biography of Ansgar, Archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen, which was written by a monk named Rimbert. Rimbert details the custom of throwing lots from the Norse pagan (chapters 26-30). [11] Chips and batches, however, can be explained respectively



as a blótspánn (sacrificial chip) and a hlauttein (lot twig), which according to Foote and Wilson [12] would be marked, possibly with sacrificial blood, shaken and thrown down like dice, and their positive or negative meaning then decided. Egils Saga features several episodes of rune magic. The most celebrated is the scene in which Egil discovers (and
destroys) a poisoned drink prepared for him, cutting off his hand and cutting the runes on the horn to drink and painting the blood runes. While the pattern of blood-painted runes also appears in other examples of early Norena literature, it is unclear whether the practice of painting runes with blood is just a literary invention or whether it took precedence in
magical practice. [13] Modern rune divination systems using ceramic tiles In the 17th century, hermetic and Rosicrucian Johannes Bureus, having been inspired by visions, developed a runic system based on kaballah and futhark that he called Adulruna. The Armanen runes revealed to Guido von List in 1902 were used for magical purposes in Germanic
mysticism by authors such as Friedrich Bernhard Marby and Siegfried Adolf Kummer, and after World War II in a pansophonic system reformed by Karl Spiesberger. More Stephen Flowers, Adolf Schleipfer, Larry E. Camp and others are also based on list's system. [quote required] Several modern systems of rune magic and rune divination have been
published since the 1980s. The first book on runic divination, written by Ralph Blum in 1982, led to the development of series of runes designed for use in several of these makeshift systems, in which runes are typically engraved in clay, stone tiles, crystals, resin, glass, or shiny stones, then select one by one from a closed bag or randomly thrown for
reading. Later authors such as Diana L. Paxson and Freya Aswynn follow Blum (1989) in drawing a direct correlation between runic divination and tarot divination. They can discuss runes in the context of spreads and support the use of rune cards. Modern authors like Ralph Blum sometimes include an empty rune in their sets. Some had to replace a lost
rune, but according to Ralph Blum this was the rune of the god Odin, the rune of the beginning and the end, which represented the divine in all human transactions. Ralph Blum In 1982, a modern use of runes to answer questions of life was apparently originated by Ralph Blum in his divination book The Book of Runes: A Handbook for the Use of an Ancient
Oracle, which was marketed with a small bag of round tiles with runes stamped on them. This book has remained in print since its first publication. The sources for Blum's divination interpretations, as he explained in the Book of Runes himself, drew heavily on current books describing China's ancient I Ching divination system. Each of Blum's seven books on
runic divination deals with a specialized area of life or a varied technique for reading runes: The Book of Runes: A Handbook for the Use of an Ancient Oracle: The Viking Runes (1982); revised edition of the 10th anniversary (1992); revised edition of the 25th anniversary (2007). 1989 - The Rune Cards: Sacred Play for Self Discovery reprinted as The Rune
Cards: Ancient Wisdom For the New Millennium (1997). Rather than runestones, this book uses images of runes printed on cards, just like a set of collectible cards or tarot cards. The Healing Runes with co-author Susan Loughan (1995) teaches methods to use runic divination in the context of health and personal integration. Rune Play: A Method of Self
Counseling and a Year-Round Rune Casting Record Book (1996) The Serenity Runes: Five Keys to the Serenity Prayer with co-author Susan Loughan (1998); reprinted as The Serenity Runes: Five Keys to Spiritual Recovery (2005) uses runic divination as a method to help self-help and recovery from addictions; the title is a reference to the well-known
serenity prayer utilizzata nel programma in 12 step di Alcoholics Anonymous. Ralph H. Blum's Little Book of Runic Wisdom (2002). The Relationship Runes: A Compass for the Heart con co-autore co-autore Jones (2003) shows how to use runic divination on love and friendship. Blum has also written books on Tao Te Ching, Zen Buddhism and UFOs.
Stephen Flowers In the wake of a 1984 dissertation on Runes and Magic, Stephen Flowers published a series of books under the pseudonym Edred Thorsson that detailed his original method of runic divination and magic, Odianism,[16] which he said was loosely based on historical sources and modern European hermeticism. These books were: Futhark: A
Handbook of Rune Magic[17] (1984) Runelore: A Handbook of Esoteric Runology (1987) At The Well of Wyrd (1988) which was later reprinted as Runecaster's Handbook: The Well of Wyrd. Northern Magic: Rune Mysteries and Shamanism (2002). Rune divination is a component of Flowers' esoteric runology course offered to members of his Runa Gild, as
described in The Nine Doors of Midgard: A Curriculum of Rune-Work. In addition to rune divination, Flowers also supported rune gymnastics (Runengymnastik) developed in the 1920s by Friedrich Marby, under the name Rune-Yoga (also Runic Yoga, Stadhagaldr). [18] Stephan Grundy In 1990, Stephan Grundy, aka Kveldulf Gundarsson, described rune
magic as the active ingredient with respect to passive interpretations based on runic divination. He argued that rune magic is more active than seiðkona's supposed shamanic practice. Rune magic, he says, uses runes to influence the outside world based on the archetypes they represent. [19] Most of Gundarsson's rune magic involves possessing a physical
entity that is engraved with one or all of the individual runes or stylings, so that they work practically with their energies. Individual runes are reddened with blood, dyes or paints. The act of possessing the staff in its final form is intended to influence the world of form with the rune force of that particular stave church. After use, the righi are discarded or
destroyed. Gundarsson argues that each rune has a certain sound, to sing or sing; sound has in common the phonetic value with which it is represented. [21] This act of singing or singing should have more or less the same effect as using the righi in their physical form. [22] Other Nigel Pennick proposes Germanic Runic Astrology in publications such as
Runic Astrology: Starcraft and Timekeeping in the Northern Tradition (1995), ISBN 1-898307-45-8. Freya Aswynn has published interpretations of runes based on her meditations in Leaves of Yggdrasil: Runes, Gods, Magic, Feminine Mysteries, and Folklore Llewellyn Worldwide (1990), ISBN 0-87542-024-9 and Northern Mysteries and Magick: Runes, Gods
&amp; Feminine Powers (1998), Llewellyn Worldwide ISBN 1-56718-047-7. Adam Byrn Tritt, in Runic Divination in the Welsh Tradition (2011)[23] a system based on a together, including nine symbols that are not related to historical runes, plus a white stone, representing the querent (investigator). Diana L. Paxson covers the theme of rune divination and the
use of runes in magical spell casting in her book Taking Up The Runes: A Complete Guide To Using Runes In Spells, Rituals, Divination, And Magic (2005). Wendy Christine Duke in Spiral of Life (2008)[25] presents a divination system based on the organization of a series of 41 images revealed based on rune letters. A. D. Mercer, Runen - The Wisdom of
the Runes (2016) reintroduces the Armanen Runes. Saemarr þorsgoði (Peter Seymour), produced during the 1980s, a rune tape recording that gives advice on the use and practice of rune divination, including the theoretical Galdrar (singing) of elder Futhark rune names for ritual use. See also Germanic Neopaganism Icelandic Galdr Staves Magic Tongue
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